Patterns of mutations and selection in antibodies to the phosphocholine-specific determinant in Proteus morganii.
The contribution of somatic mutation to the generation of an antibody response was investigated by using the phosphocholine (PC) determinant in the bacterium Proteus morganii as the model Ag. The response to this determinant is restricted to a single VH/VL pair and apparently is derived from only one or two precursors per mouse. In this study we examined hybridoma antibodies from nine individual mice which produced representatives of 12 different clones. We found that all antibodies reactive with the PC Ag of P. morganii contained somatic mutations; the number ranged from 2 to 20. Two clusters of mutations were observed, one in complementarity-determining residue (CDR) 2 and the other in CDR 3 of VH. Examination of a three-dimensional model of M603, an antibody with the same V region composition as the anti-PC antibodies under study, showed that these clusters occupied an area of the binding site which presumably interacts with carrier elements of the PC epitope in P. morganii. A high incidence of recurring mutations were found in both clusters, and one of these was invariant, leading to an Asn for Asp substitution at 95. Ag binding studies with these antibodies and an additional one, which was unmutated except for the invariant substitution at 95, showed that: 1) antibodies having only the 95Asn mutation failed to bind the PC Ag of P. morganii, 2) addition of a second recurring mutation, at 52a (CDR 2), was sufficient to create strong binding to the P. morganii Ag, and 3) accumulation of mutations was directly correlated with increased binding activity for Ag. These results show that somatic mutations play a critical, if not essential, role in generating specificity for this PC Ag, and that Ag, and most likely a carrier element of the epitope, is a primary force in the continued selection and expansion of Ag-reactive B cells.